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Activities during 2019

During 2019, the Swedish Group has had many meetings with below mentioned professor Mark Klamberg, the doctoral candidate Miriam Ingeson and the senior master of criminal law, Erik Svensson in order to prepare for the AIDP meeting in Rome about “Criminal Justice and Corporate Business”. This subject is very actual in Sweden and these persons are working with different areas of this topic.

The Swedish National group carried out four board meetings during the year. These meetings have mostly been about planning for the two annual meetings of the group.

The first meeting for all the members of the group was held in June in the Office of the Prosecutor General in Stockholm. At this meeting the former ambassador Carl Henrik Ehrenkrona made a speech on the subject “the Crime of Aggression and the Swedish Criminal Jurisdiction”.

The second meeting was planned to take place - as usual - in December, However, due to special reasons it had to be postponed to Januari 2020, also in the office of the Prosecutor General. At this meeting, the above mentioned persons, Mark Klamberg, Miriam Ingeson and Erik Svensson, talked over the subject “Experiences from the Twentieth World Congress of AIDP”.

The twentieth world congress was attended by me, Mark Klamberg, Miriam Ingeson and Erik Svensson. The Congress was so interesting that the board of the Swedish Group found it meaningful to inform the members about the measures taken at this memorable meeting. The subject was so interesting and moreover, the new subject, Artificial Intelligence, AI, will be even more interesting.

The Swedish group is very interested in the AIDP work about AI. It is such an important, actual and interesting topic and we are looking forward to work with it and give our input to the upcoming questionnaires.
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